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Woodstock Wave Wall architectural panels offer a dramatic alternative to traditional flat wall panels.
There are a variety of designs, colors, textures, sizes, and finishes that allow the design professional
total freedom of expression during the creative process. These decorative wall panels are exquisite
expressions of artistic form and provide a continuation of nature to free-flowing open spaces that
are inviting pieces of art. All of the panels are custom made to your specifications.
Wave panels are made of medium density fiberboard (MDF) and can be finished with literally
hundreds of colors and patterns. They are UV resistant and color lasting, moisture resistant, and
are easy to install. The durable surface is also washable. All panels match on all four edges so
there is no finishing required. They can be installed horizontally or vertically. They can be installed
permanently on the wall or as temporary modular panels. Trim can be added to create the look of
inlaid panels. Custom sizes are available.
Combine 3D wall panels with creative lighting and the results are spectacular. With strong 3D
effect, 3D wall panels can bring to life luxurious surroundings and make your project elegant in
style. The focus with this product line is not what is, but what could be. Choose from our stock
design patterns or bring in your inspirations and ideas to our CNC programmer, we are able to create
just about anything that your imagination can envision.
Accent panels can also be customized with your company logo.
Achieve outstanding
designs in every interior
space. From stunning
ballroom and lobby
walls to functional
surfaces for kitchens and
restrooms. They can be
used as accent or
focal point pieces in
every type of interior
space. They can also be
used as panels for
furniture components.
The possibilities are
truly endless.
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